Visitor Parking Information

Visitor Parking is primarily available in four parking garages marked with a on this map and on campus signs. In these areas, visitors must park in a numbered parking space and pay in advance at a pay station. Cash and credit cards are accepted; machines DO NOT GIVE CHANGE.

A limited number of pay stations are also located around campus, including the Visitor Center lot. Parking time limits vary by location. All visitor parking areas require payment daily from 7am until midnight, including weekends.

Most other parking lots are for PERMIT HOLDERS during designated hours. Temporary permits indicate when and when they are valid.

Disabled parking spaces are available in all Visitor lots and are marked with a . Payment is required in areas controlled by pay stations. Disabled parking spaces in other campus parking lots require a valid campus employee or student permit in addition to a state-issued disability permit.

Visitors MAY NOT park in spaces designated for State vehicles, Courier Parking, Zipcar Parking, etc.